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I. Introduction. Let (X,)," a denote a sequence of independent and identically

distributed random variables satisfying the following condition:

(1) E(Xt) = 0,    V(Xi) = o2,

(2) E(\Xt\2+a) = b,       0 < b < +00,   0 < a = 2.

For each integer n we define Xni, i=l, 2,..., n as follows:

(3) Xni = XJon"2.

It follows at once from (l)-(3) that the random variables, Xnl have the following

properties :

(4) E(Xni) = 0,    V(Xni) = n-\

(5) nrE(\Xni\2r) = d< +00,   d = bo~a+a)   and   2r = 2+a.

Let snk = 2i=i Xni and denote by W(t), the one-dimensional Brownian motion

process with covariance function r(s, t)=min (s, t) and O^r<+co. We define

probability distribution functions Fn(X) and F(X) as follows :

Fn(A) = Pr(Max |infc| S A),
(6) ll=fc=n S

F(X) = Pr/Max \W(t)\ S A\.

In their now classical paper [4], Kac and Erdös proved that limn.,«, Fn(X) = F(X)

where

These results were later generalized by Donsker [2] and Prochorov [8] and the

method employed to obtain these limit theorems has become known as "the

invariance principle." The purpose of this paper is to study the rate of con-

vergence of Fn to F. In particular we shall prove

Theorem 1.

(8) | Fn(X) - F(X) | ^ ^(log n)ll2n - «,   where p. = \a/(a+3)

and A is a constant depending on o and b, but independent of X.
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For the case a = l, i.e., F(|A'i|3)< +co, Theorem 1 predicts

|Fn(A)-F(A)| = A(log b)1«/«1'8.

This case has also been studied by K. L. Chung [1] and Y. Prochorov [8, Theorem

4.1 ] who obtained respectively the following results :

Theorem 2.1 (Chung).

(9) |Fn(A)-F(A)| ¿ ¿'(log log n1,2/log n1'2)1'2.

Theorem 2.2 (Prochorov).

(10) |Fn(A)-F(A)| < A'Qognf/n™.

It is to be observed that the method used in this paper, which is based on a

beautiful representation theorem of Skorokhod [9], is quite different from that

of the above-mentioned authors—it is also much simpler. Next, a word about the

organization of this paper: In Part II we state the Skorokhod representation

theorem and apply it to the random variables defined at (3) ; the proof of Theorem

1 is given in Part III and an extension of Theorem 1 is given in Part IV. Finally it

should be mentioned that it is still an open question what are the best possible

rates of convergence. The author conjectures that (log n)ll2/n112 is best possible.

II. The Skorokhod representation. In this section we present, without proofs,

some important results due to Skorokhod. It is these results that we need to prove

Theorem 1.

Let f be a random variable defined over a probability space (Q.x, Bx, Px) and

such that £(£)=0. Let Q.2 = C[0, oo) be endowed with the Wiener measure Pw

and we denote a Brownian motion path by W(t), 0^/< +oo. We now form the

product space D = D1xD2 and give it the product measure PxxPw=P. We can

now assume that £ and W(t) art random variables defined over (Í2, P) and we note

that | and W(t) are independent relative to P. With these preliminaries out of the

way we can now state the first part of the Skorokhod representation theorem

(Chapter 7 of [9]):

Theorem 3. There exists a nonnegative random variable r(œ) which is a Markov

time relative to the Brownian motion process W(t, w) (w e Q.), with the following

properties : The random variable W(t(w), oj), which we shall abbreviate to W(t), has

the same distribution as f ; moreover the following moment inequalities are valid:

(ii) e(t) = v(0

and more generally

(12) E(rk) ^ CkE(\{\2k),       k=l,2,...,

where Ck is an absolute constant independent of the distribution of £.

Remarks. The fact that t is a Markov time for the Brownian motion process is

important and is used in the following way: Let Yx and Y2 be mutually independent

random variables and such that E(Yx) = E(Y2)=0. According to Skorokhod's
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Theorem there exists a Markov time tx with the property that Yx and W(rx) are

identically distributed. Consider the process rV1(t)=W(T1 + t)—W(T1), 0^r<oo;

by the strong Markov property (see [6], [7]) W-y(t) is independent of both tj and

W(ti). Now apply the Skorokhod representation to Y2 and Wx(t) to conclude

there exists a Markov time t2, relative to the process Wx(t), such that H/i(t2)

and Y2 are identically distributed. It is clear that Wx(t2) is independent of W(tx)

and that t1 is also independent of r2. Thus, the joint distribution of Yu Y2 is the

same as the joint distribution of W^J, Wx(t2) = W(tx + t2) — W(rx). This naturally

leads to the following general version of the Skorokhod representation theorem.

Theorem 4. Let Yu Y2,..., Yn be mutually independent random variables with

zero means and V( Y{) = of. Then there exists a sequence of nonnegative, mutually

independent random variables rlt t2, ..., t„ with the following properties.

The joint distributions of the random variables Yu Y2,..., Yn are identical to

the joint distributions of the random variables

(13) W(r¿, Wi^ + rJ-W.ri),. . ., W(Tl+■ ■ ■+rn)-W(r1+■ ■ ■+rn.1).

Moreover, we have

(14) £(ri) = of

and

(15) E(rk) = C^QY.n,       k = l,2,....

We now apply Theorem 4 to the random variables Xni, i= 1, 2,..., n, defined

at (3). Thus we can assert that there exist mutually independent, identically

distributed and nonnegative random variables rnl, Tn2,..., rnn with the following

properties :

(16) E(rni) = n~\

and in addition the random variables

(17) W(rnl), W(rnl + rn2)- W(rnl), . . ., W(rnl + • ■ ■ + rnn)- W(rnl + • • • +rnn_i)

have the same joint distribution as the random variables Xni, i=l, 2,..., n. In

particular the joint distribution of inl, sn2,..., snn is the same as the joint distri-

bution of the random variables :

(18) W(rnl), W(rnl + rn2), ..., W(rnl +■■■+ rnn).

We now define random variables znk, k = l,2,...,nas follows:

(19) znk = 2 (Tni-n-1).

Thus (18) can be rewritten in the following more useful form:

(20) W(l\n+znl), W(2/n+zn2),..., W(I + znn).
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Since znk, k = l,2,...,nisa sequence of partial sums of mutually independent,

identically distributed random variables, each with zero means, it is reasonable to

expect that if F(|Tni-n"1|1')< +00 for some y> 1 then we can obtain an estimate

on the rate at which Pr {Maxlëkën \znk\ > 8} tends to zero. Kolmogorov's inequality

([7, p. 235]) is not applicable because our hypotheses are not strong enough to

insure the existence of a second moment for the rni, /=1, 2,..., n. To get such

estimates it is first of all necessary to extend inequality (15) as follows:

Lemma 1.

(21) E(t¡) g CM Yi\2y)   for any y = 1.

The proof of this result is given in the appendix.

An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 (set y=r) is the following result:

(22) vn = E(\rni-n~^) = 2r-1{FK,)+"-r} Ú r^C^X^+V-hr*.

By (5) one easily concludes

(23) nrvn = 5 < +00,

where

B = 2r-\Crd+l).

The Kolmogorov inequality for martingales (cf. [7]) yields :

(24) Pr { Max \znk\ > s\ ï 5N2.

We now employ a result of von Bahr and Esseen [10] and obtain the following

inequalities^) :

(25) F(|znn|r) S 2nvn,

(26) n'-^flzJO = 2B < +co,

and thus we obtain the estimate :

(27) PrÍMax |znk| > s)^-^-

Summing up, then, we have the result that the joint distributions of the random

variables snk, k= 1, 2,..., n, are identical to the joint distributions of the random

variables defined at (20), and so it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 for these

random variables instead of the original sequence snk, k=l,2,...,n.

III. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof uses certain facts about the "tied down

Brownian motion process"; we refer the reader to the paper by Doob [3] for a

more complete discussion.

(2) For this reference I am indebted to Professor Melvin Katz of the University of New

Mexico.
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Consider the following stochastic process zn(t): zn(t)—ntW(l/n)—W(t),

0 = /al/n. We note that zn(0)=zn(l/n)=0 and that zn(t) is a Gaussian process

with covariance matrix rn(s, t)=s(l —nt), 0^s<t^l/n. We shall refer to the zn(t)

process as the Brownian motion process "tied down at 0 and n"1".

Lemma 2. Pr {Maxoásán-i |zn(í)| ^ e} ^ 2exp(-2ne2),   e > 0.

Proof. Following Doob [3] one observes that (l+nt)zn(t/(l+nt))=W(t),

0^/<+oo. Thus

Pr f Max   |zn(j)| ^ e\ = Pr ! Max   \W(t)\¡E(l+nt)^l\.

Now using Doob's estimates [3, pp. 397-398] we conclude that

Pr | Max    \W(t)\/e(l+nt) £ l\ á 2exp(-2n£2),
loSf<+oo J

and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.

We now introduce a probability distribution function Fn(A) as follows :

(28) Fn(A) = PrÍMax  w(-\\ Ú x\,

where W(k/n) denotes Brownian motion at time t=k/n. We now define a "random

broken line " in the sense of Prochorov [8] as follows :

(29) Wn(t) = W(k/n)       for t = k/n,

and

In other words Wn(t) is a polygonal approximation to the Brownian motion

path W(t). Moreover it is easily verified that

(30) Fn(A) = Pr{Max \Wn(t)\ Ú A).

Lemma 3.

Pr/Max \W(t)-Wn(t)\ ^ eA ^ 2nexp(-2ne2) = rn,
losisi J

where en is a sequence tending to zero and whose precise dependence on n will be

specified later.

Proof. It is only necessary to observe that W(t)— Wn(t) over each of the intervals

[k/n, (k+1 )//?], O^k^n-1, is the zn(t) process defined in Lemma 2. Thus

Pr (Max | W(t) - Wn(t)\ = «A < V Pr |     Max      | W(t)- Wn(t)\ = eA
LOSiSl J   —    •£-» U/ngiS()c+l)/n J

fc= 0

n-1

yPrj  Max   \zn(s)\ Z «A

g 2n exp ( — 2ne2).
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An immediate consequence of Lemma 3 is

Lemma 4.

F(X-en)-rn Ú Fn(X) ^ F(X + en) + rn.

Now the distribution function F is quite smooth; it even has a bounded first

derivative, and thus we know there exists a constant Ax such that

(31) \F(X+h)-F(X)\ g AM

where Ax is of course independent of A. We thus conclude

Lemma 5.

F(X)-A1en-rn g Fn(X) Í F(X) + AlEn + rn.

We now proceed to obtain a similar estimate for Fn and Fn. We remind the

reader that according to the Skorokhod representation theorem:

(32) Fn(X) = Pr { Max W£+zJ  Ú aV

Now let Bn denote the following event :

(33) ^ = {Max|^+znfc)-^)|^n}

and note Bn=Bnl u Bn2 where

Bnl = Bnr\f Max |znte| è SA
USfcin J

and

Bn2 = Bn n (Max |zBfc| > 8n\,

where 8n > 0 is a sequence whose dependence on n will be specified later.

Lemma 6.

PrW ^ ^p —esp ^-^+;pT^ _ ^

Proof. We first note that

Pr{5„2} =£ PrJMax |znk| > 8n\ Ï -ß-;
UsfcSn )       n   iOTn

this last inequality is an immediate consequence of (27).

As for Bnl we observe that Bnl<=Enl u En2, where

and

Enl = Ü ( Max |^(-+j)-^(-)| ^ £n
¿Si \ps*Hn I    \n     /        \«/|

En2 = IJ { Max U^W^I ^ «A
fc=i (osssd„ I    \n     I        \n/\        J
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It is clear that Pr {Enl} = Pr {En2} and thus we conclude

PriAi} ^ 2nPr(Max \W(t)\ ^ eX
lOitiôn J

It is easily shown that,

PrJMax \W(t)\ = e\ = PrÍMax \W(t)\ = fjftfa}
LogíSín J [fiHH (d„)      J

ï4Pr{W(l)^en/(8ny<2}.

As is well known, Pr {W(l)^(en/(8ny2)}^(l/(27ry2)((8nyi2len)exp(-e2J28n) (cf.

[5, Chapter 7, Vol. 1]). Putting these inequalities together we conclude:

PrIAi} g (8n/(2,r)1'2)((8n)1'"/£n)exp(-en2/28n)

and this completes the proof of Lemma 6. We have therefore the following in-

equality :

(34) Fn(A - .,) -Pnú Fn(X) S Fn(X + en) + Pn.

Applying Lemma 5 with A ± en in the place of A we conclude :

(35) F(X-en)-A1en-rn-Pn Ú Fn(X) g F(X + en) + A1en + rn + Pn.

Finally by using (31) we obtain the following estimate:

(36) |F„(A)-F(A)| ^ 2A1en + rn + Pn.

It only remains to choose e„ and 8n tending to zero at just the correct rate of

speed ; our choices are :

(37) 8n = n-a,   en = 2(logn)1'2n-°"2,       0 < « < (r-l)/r.

We assume n^2 becuase for n = l, £i=0. With these choices for 8„ and e„ it is

easily seen that (e2/28n) = 2 log n. Thus, for n ̂  2,

nn <_!_   _JL_    1 ,    2B    ^ 2(B+l)
K   > Pn = (277)1'2(logn)1'2'n2 + nr-1-<"' = n""1-"-'

According to Lemma 3 we have the following estimate for rn:

(39) rn = 2n exp (-Sn1"" log n) g 2n exp (-8 log n) = 2/n7.

So rn is negligible in comparison to pn and e„. Thus we can assert that

(40) rn + Pn í 2(B+2)/n'-i-a',       n = 2, 3,....

Hence (36) becomes :

(41) m)-m s i^«°+pLt2,

where Ax and 2(5+2) are independent of our choice of a. The rate of the converg-

ence is determined by Min (a/2, r—l—ar) and so the best choice for a is obviously
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Max Min (a/2, r — l-ar), 0<a<(r—l)/r. The solution p satisfies the following

simple linear equation: a/2 = r-l-ar, which means that a = (r-l)/(r+l/2) and

thus

_ a _ r—l       1    a
lx~ 2 ~ 27+1 ~ 2Ö+T

We have thus shown that we can choose a so that:

(42) |Fn(A)-F(A)| ^ A(lognyi2/n"

where

A = 4Ax + 2(B+2),   and   p = ia/(a + 3).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. It is to be observed that Ax is an absolute

constant, independent of the distribution of Xt, whereas B depends on a2 and the

(2+a)th moment of Xt.

IV. An extension of Theorem 1. Let C(0; 1) denote the space of continuous

functions on the interval [0; 1] endowed with the sup norm topology i.e., if f(t)

and g(t) are both elements of C(0; 1) then we denote the distance between them

in the usual way:

(43) \\f-g\\ =  Max \f(t)-g(t)\.
0<fgl

We denote by Pw the Wiener measure on C(0; 1). By a "functional" IF we mean

a real-valued function IF with domain C(0; 1). The functional IF is said to be

uniformly continuous if there exists a positive constant K with the property that

(43') \&(f)-ng)\ Í K\\f-g\\.

We define a "random broken line" Sn(t) as follows:

k
Sn(t) = snk      for t = -,

m   «,,.^)+.K^)-S.(î)](t-|).    r«|s,sS±i

We define

(45) Yn(A) = Pr {-a>< lF(Sn(t)) Ú X}

and

T(A)=Fw{-oo<J^(/)á A}.

Theorem 5. Let IF be a uniformly continuous functional and suppose there exists

a constant L>0 with the property that

\Y(X+h)-Y(X)\ $L\h\.

Then there exists a constant Ax >0 such that

|Tn(A)-T(A)| = Ax(log nr2n->,       p. = \a/(a+3).
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Proof. We first observe that

Pv{\^(Sn(t))-F(Wn(t))\ = *n} ï Pr{\\Sn-Wn\\ = eJK} = P'n

and similarly

Px{\F(Wn(t))-^(W(t))\ = En} S Pr{\\Wn(t)-W(t)\\} = eJK} = r'n.

We thus obtain the following analogue of inequality (36) :

(46) |Y„(A)-¥(A)| = 2Len+r'n + p'n.

By making the same choices for en and Sn as we did in the proof of Theorem 1

we see that r'n and p'n are of the same order of magnitude as rn and pn respectively.

Thus, except for a different constant, we have shown that the same order of con-

vergence is valid for the larger class of functionals IF satisfying the hypotheses of

Theorem 5. It should also be remarked that rates of convergence can also be

obtained for functionals J*- which are assumed to be merely uniformly Holder

continuous of order v, 0<v< 1, i.e., replace (43') by the following condition(3):

\nn-ng)\ = K\\f-g\w   o < v < i.

We shall leave it to the reader to explore these and other refinements.

V. Appendix. The purpose of this part of the paper is to give a proof of in-

equality (21). A close examination of Skorokhod's proof of his inequality (15)

shows that it suffices to establish the following inequality on the moments of the

first passage times of Brownian motion. Let a < 0 < b and let

t(w) = inf (w(t)-a)(w(t)-b) = 0,
oo

i.e., t is the first time that the Brownian motion starting at 0 hits a or b. We shall

prove the following inequality :

Theorem 6. There exists a constant Cr, r^l such that £(Tr)^Cr|a¿>[ ■ |¿>-a|2r"2.

In order to avoid absolute value signs we make the following simple translation

of the coordinate axis: we set x= \a\, y = b+ \a\, we begin the Brownian motion at

x and denote by rx, the first time that the Brownian motion starting at x hits 0

or y. Then the inequality to be proved is the following :

(47) E(tx) g Crx(y-x)y2'-2.

In the course of the proof of this result two elementary inequalities are needed,

which we state now in order to avoid interrupting the argument at a later stage.

(48) Isinmxl = m|sinx|,       m = 1,2,....

(3) This observation is due to Dr. Stanley Sawyer of the Courant Institute of Mathematical

Sciences.
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Inequality (48) is trivially true for m = 1 and it is easily proved in general by

mathematical induction. Another useful inequality is the following:

(49) Max
sin (irx/y)

< -5.   4 = Max
y oêîsi

sin7rr

'(1-0x(y-x)

Proof. Set t=x/y, holding y fixed. Then

sin (irx/y) _ 1   sin nt

x(y-x) * J2«T=7)

Now as x varies between 0 and y, t varies between 0 and 1.

Thus,

Max
OSxSy

sin (-¡rx/y)

x(y-x)
= -5 Max

y osfíi

sin7Tí

f(i-r)

and this completes the proof of (49).

Let H(t) = Pr{rx^t}. The following infinite series for l—H(t) is well known

(cf. [5, Vol. 2, p. 330]):

(50) 1     ut.\      4 V n   . iv-i        /    (2b + 1)V»Al-H(t) = - 2, (2n + l)  *exp ^-i—^-j
(2n + l)2772A       (2n+l)nx

sin
2y2

It follows at once from an integration by parts that

(51) P t"dH(t) = r r t'-^l-Hit)) dt = E(T'X).
Jo Jo

We now apply inequalities (48) and (49) successively to conclude:

(52)

Hence

(53)

sin
(2n + l)nx

sin-
■nx

S4(2n + l)^^.Ú (2n + l)
I      y 1

l(>x(y-x) ^ /    (2n + l)V/osi-«(,)SlMp-»2«p(-2ï±i>^).

Integrating term by term, as we may, we conclude

(54) rrv-o-*o>*si^jjy^p^)*.

Now a simple change of variables yields

(55) rViexni    O+P^A   ,        2>y2T(r)
(55) J0   *      eXPl-If-)dt-(2n+ir^

where T denotes the Gamma function. Thus (54) becomes

(56) r p tr-\l-H(t)) dt = C,x(y-x)y2r-2,
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where
oo

Cr = 2*+T(r+iy-2r 2 (2n + l)"2r.
n = 0

This completes the proof of (47) and, as we have already remarked, this result when

applied to Skorokhod's proof of (15) yields inequality (21).
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